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Regulation (EU) No 909/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 July 
2014 on improving securities settlement in the European Union and on central securities 
depositories (CSDR) was introduced in 2014 to harmonise the processes and regulation of 
all European CSDs. CSDR includes measures CSDs and their participants are required to 
take to prevent and address settlement fails (the Settlement Discipline Regime (SDR)).

The SDR introduces several measures, to prevent and address settlement fails and encourage 
market participants to settle transactions on the intended settlement date. These measures 
include a harmonised settlement penalties regime, mandatory buy-ins and partial settlement 
amongst other elements. To facilitate the SDR, the Euroclear CSDs will adapt existing 
functionality and introduce new functionality. 

In light of ongoing discussions between the ECB, the European Commission and ESMA, 
the Euroclear group expects that compliance with the SDR by CSDs and their customers 
would be required by 23 November 2020 (two months later than originally expected). This 
delay intends to align to the activation date of the T2S penalties engine. 

This document follows the publication of the CSDR Essential Guide, which can be found at 
www.euroclear.com

Executive Summary
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The purpose of this guide is to provide a high level overview of the changes that each 
Euroclear CSD will make, in response to the SDR. Its scope is limited to the elements 
of the SDR that require one or more Euroclear CSD to implement changes. Aspects of 
the SDR which have no impact (e.g. recycling of settlement instructions, etc.), are not 
addressed. This guide also directs the reader to more detailed local documents, where 
available. For a description of current processes, please refer to the existing governing 
contractual documents of each of the CSDs.

The key milestones of the SDR are outlined below. 

About this document
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1 Other settlement fail prevention measures to be launched as well (trade date field becomes manadatory matching field for internal/bridge instructions, tolerance matching levels change, no more deliveries without matching internally and on the bridge)

* Client testing to start end of May early June 2020 at Euroclear Sweden

** Expected go live date for cash penalties mechanism and mandatory buy in process
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Note on testing

The changes summarised below, will require user testing and acceptance. We will 
communicate to you via normal channels before the start of these testing windows.

Euroclear Finland (EFi), Euroclear Sweden (ESw) and Euroclear Belgium, France 
and Nederland (ESES) already have this functionality. Euroclear UK & Ireland (EUI) 
already has this functionality via GUI and FT, and will add ISO in May 2020.

Euroclear Bank

For Euroclear Bank (EB) new functionality will be introduced. This will enable 
participants to set internal, Bridge and external instructions as either ‘on hold’ or 
‘released’. 

By setting an instruction to ‘on hold’, it will undergo a matching process but will not 
be eligible for settlement until both parties have released their respective settlement 
instructions. 

This will be available without subscription for all internal, Bridge and external 
instructions, as of March 2020. Hold and release functionality will not be available 
for asset servicing-related movements, market claims and collateral management. At 
any time before actual settlement or cancellation, you will be able to unilaterally set a 
released internal or bridge transaction to ‘on hold’ and it will no-longer be considered 
for settlement. This is useful in the event a buy-in has been triggered as you or your 
counterparty need to prevent settlement of the failing transaction whilst the buy-in is 
ongoing. 

You will be informed if a transaction is set ‘on hold’ by you, by your counterparty or 
by both parties. For Bridge instructions, your counterparty’s on-hold status will only be 
available as of October 2020

Worth knowing

‘On hold instructions’ which fail to settle on the intended settlement date will be 
subject to cash penalties as from the moment the SDR enters into force.

For more information, please refer to the below:

EB Newsletter 2019-N-048 dated 2 July 2019
https://my.euroclear.com/eb/en/news/newsletters/other/2019/2019-N-048.html

EUI Operational Bulletin 2019-078 dated 16 June 2019 
https://my.euroclear.com/eui/en/news/operational-bulletin/2019/june/Operational-
bulletin-2019-078-Removal-of-CREST-Diary-Event-501-Remove-Cash-Freeze.html

Hold and release 
mechanism

Euroclear Bank

Changes in response to the SDR, across the 
Euroclear CSDs
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Euroclear Bank 

Bilateral cancellation

Partial settlement

Euroclear Bank

ESES, EFi, ESw and EUI already have this functionality.  

EB will introduce bilateral cancellation for matched internal and Bridge instructions 
i.e. it will become a condition for the cancellation of a transaction that both instructing 
participants have requested such a cancellation. This will be enacted in October 2020.

When your counterparty has requested a cancellation of a matched transaction, we will 
inform you of the pending cancellation request. When you have requested a cancellation 
of a matched transaction, we will inform you of the status of the cancellation request, 
accordingly:

•   your request has matched your counterparty’s cancellation request 
we will inform you that the transaction is cancelled

•  we have not received a matching cancellation request from your counterparty 
we will inform you that your cancellation request is pending until we receive your 
counterparty’s cancellation request. We will inform your counterparty that you have 
requested a cancellation.

Today, most CSDs have bilateral cancellation in place for external matched instructions. 
In line with local market rules, EB will:
• transmit your cancellation request to the market; 
• report to you the status of the cancellation request; and
• cancel your external settlement transaction upon cancellation in the local market. 

The functionality already exists for the other Euroclear CSDs.

EB will introduce partial settlement on against payment and free of payment internal 
and Bridge instructions. This will be implemented in June 2020 for internal settlement 
and October 2020 for Bridge instructions. For external instructions, partial settlement 
will continue as today.

The partial settlement process will run several times throughout the day and before the 
close of the mandatory settlement window to ensure that EB maximises settlement. The 
process will be triggered for transactions lacking securities where the deliverer holds a 
portion of the instructed securities. The partial settlement process will take into account 
the minimum and multiple tradable amount. All settlement instructions that are being 
recycled at the time of the partial settlement run will be eligible for partial settlement, if 
they have been flagged as such.

For external settlement instructions, as soon as EB receives partial settlement feedback 
from the market, it will replicate the movements and report them to you.

By default, all internal and bridge instructions will be eligible for partial settlement. 
You can opt out from partial settlement either at instruction level or at account level, 
for your settlement activity. You will be able to change the partial settlement indicator 
(PART/NPAR) via EasyWay at any time during the life cycle of your transaction. This 
could allow you to opt in for partial settlement on the last day of recycling of your 
transaction before a buy-in is triggered.

You can cancel a transaction that is partially settled by indicating the client reference of 
your original (‘mother’) instruction you intend to cancel and the remaining amount and 
quantity to be settled.
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Cash penalties

For more information, please refer to the below:

EB Newsletter 2019-N-048 dated 2 July 2019

https://my.euroclear.com/eb/en/news/newsletters/other/2019/2019-N-048.html

A significant component of the SDR is the introduction of a harmonised cash penalties 
regime across all EEA CSDs. It requires that cash penalties be collected by the CSD 
from participants that caused a settlement fail and re-distributed to participants suffering 
from settlement fails. Existing Euroclear CSD penalty regimes (where applicable) will 
be replaced by the new CSDR regime, in November 2020. This is a new regime and 
will be implemented by all Euroclear CSDs.

Note on exceptions 

The SDR excludes the application of penalties (and buy-ins) when insolvency 
proceedings are opened against a failing participant.

Further to consultations by ESMA, discussions are still ongoing about certain 
other instruction types and events not being in the scope of settlement discipline 
measures, such as corporate actions on stock, issuance, redemptions. ESMA 
is expected  to confirm a limited list of instruction types, for which no penalty 
applies.

Any settlement instruction type which falls within the scope of the SDR measures will 
be subject to standard penalty detection and calculation rules.  A cash penalty is due for 
each day of failed settlement, as from the end of the intended settlement date up until 
the date the instruction is settled or cancelled.

Two types of penalties will be implemented:

•  Late Matching Fail Penalty (LMFP)  - to be applied on any instruction which is 
matched after the relevant cut-off of its intended settlement date

•  Settlement Fail Penalty (SEFP) - to be applied on any matched instruction, which 
has reached its ISD and which fails to settle (including when being on hold)
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Penalty rates

Settlement penalties will be calculated using a predefined penalty rate and a reference 
price.

The applicable penalty rates are defined in an EU delegated regulation1 (the Penalty 
Delegated Regulation). The cash penalty rate is the official interest rate for overnight 
credit charged by the central bank issuing the settlement currency with a floor of 0. The 
security penalty rate is determined based on a number of criteria:
• financial instrument type; 
• liquidity (only relevant for shares); and
• if the trade is executed on a trading venue considered as an SME Growth Market.

Below, you can find an overview of the daily security penalty rates expressed in basis 
points.

Financial instrument type
Security penalty rate 

(in basis points)

Shares
Liquid shares not traded on SME 

Growth market
1.0

Illiquid shares not traded on SME 

Growth market
0.5

Liquid and illiquid shares traded on 

SME Growth Market
0.25

Debt instruments

Corporate bonds not traded on 
SME Growth market or issued or 
guaranteed by the entities listed in 
box 4 of the Annex to EU 2017/389

0.20

Corporate bonds traded on SME 

Growth market
0.15

Bonds issued by public authority 
traded or not traded on SME Growth 
Market or issued or guaranteed by 
the entities listed in box 4 of the 
Annex to EU 2017/389

0.10

Other financial 
instruments

Other financial instruments not 
mentioned in any of the above rows

0.5

Other financial instruments traded 

on SME Growth market
0.25

Reference price

The process to determine the reference price to be used in the calculation of penalties 
is defined in the Penalty Delegated Regulation. In general, it is the market value of the 
failing securities, using the closing price of the security, on the business date that the 
settlement fail occurred. 

1 

1 Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/389 of 11 November 2016
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Mandatory buy-in 
process

Cash Penalty reporting options

All Euroclear (I)CSDs will provide both daily and monthly penalty reporting at 
participant level. To receive this reporting you will need to subscribe, and the relevant 
Euroclear entity will inform you in good time how to do so. The daily and monthly net 
amounts will be calculated at the same level, i.e. the sum of penalties related to failed 
instructions related to all of your securities accounts at the participant level.

Further details are available in local documentation:

EB Newsletter 2019-N-057 dated 7 August 2019

https://my.euroclear.com/dam/EB/Service%20updates/Newsletters/2019/2019-N-057.
pdf

ESES Newsletter 2019-N-022 dated 7 August 2019

https://my.euroclear.com/dam/ESES/Shared/News%20and%20Updates/
Newsletters/2019/2019-NL-022.pdf

EUI REFERENCE 

CSDR Penalties service outline document to be issued in November 2019
https://my.euroclear.com/dam/EUI/CSDR/CSDR-settlement-penalties-in-the-CREST-
system-Service-overview.pdf

ESW REFERENCE 

Service and Interface descriptions have been provided to the clients of Euroclear 
Sweden. 

EFI REFERENCE 

1st version of Service Description and MyStandards  will be published in December 
2019
Final version of Service Description in June 2020
Final version of Interface Description and MyStandards in August 2020 

The SDR introduces a mandatory buy-in process for transactions which fail to settle 
due to lack of securities within the ‘extension period’. The transaction scope is the same 
as for cash penalties. 

The “extension period” is defined as:
•  four Business Days (BDs) after the intended settlement date for transactions in 

shares that have a liquid market;
•  seven BDs after the intended settlement date for transactions in other financial 

instruments;
•  fifteen BDs after the intended settlement date for any transactions executed on an 

SME Growth Market.

Exceptions where buy-ins will not apply:
• transactions where the relevant security no longer exists; 
•  transactions not cleared by a CCP where the failing trading party or trading venue 

member is subject to insolvency proceedings; and
•  operations composed of several transactions (securities financing transactions) with 

terms of less than 30 business days. 
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Matching tolerance 
levels

EB and EUI

Matching and 
population of settlement 
instructions

Roles and responsibilities

The initiation and execution of the buy-in will be managed by:
• the CCP (for transactions cleared by a CCP)
•  the receiving trading venue member (for transactions not cleared by a CCP and 

executed on a trading venue)
•  the receiving trading party (for transactions not cleared by a CCP and not executed 

on a trading venue)

The role of the Euroclear CSDs will be to:

•  accept and process the buy-in instruction (as any other settlement instruction) when 
submitted for settlement in our systems;

•  receive the final results of the buy-in process from the receiving CSD participant; 
and

•  report the final results of the buy-in process to the National Competent Authorities.

In response, all Euroclear CSDs will implement new processes. Further information 
will be provided once available.

Other Euroclear CSDs have matching tolerance levels which correspond to CSDR 
requirements. 

The matching tolerance levels for settlement amounts on against payment instructions 
(in the case of EB, for both internal and Bridge instructions) will be aligned with CSDR 
requirements which also correspond to T2S standards, namely:
•	 EUR	2.00	for	settlement	amounts	≤	EUR	100,000	equivalent
• EUR 25.00 for settlement amounts > EUR 100,000 equivalent

For transactions settling in currencies other than EUR, the FX conversion rate will be 
fixed on an annual basis and communicated to participants through the usual channels.

The following changes will be made to align with the SDR:
•  The Trade Date field will become a mandatory population and matching field for all 

instructions, as of October 2020 for EB and May 2020 for EUI. The Trade date field 
is already a mandatory and matching field for the other Euroclear CSDs. 

•  The Place of Trade field will become a mandatory population and matching field for 
EUI all instructions, as of May 2020.

Note

The Place of Trade field is relevant in the context of CSDR settlement penalties as 
both instructions are required to indicate that the transaction was executed on an SME 
Growth Market to benefit from the reduced penalty rate. As of November 2019, for 
ESES CSDs, the ‘place of trading’ field will be added for instructions processed on the 
T2S platform. It will not have any impact on the matching process.
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Consistent and 
systematic failure to 
deliver securities

For any Participant that fails consistently and systematically to deliver securities on the 
intended settlement date, the SDR requires CSDs to establish procedures which enable 
them to suspend the participant and publicly disclose its consistent and systematic 
failure to deliver securities.

According to Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2018/1229, you will be 
considered to be “consistently and systematically” failing to deliver securities where 
your rate of settlement efficiency is at least 15% lower than the general settlement 
efficiency rate in the SSS during at least 10% of the number of days of your activity in 
the SSS over the 12 previous months.

CCPs and trading venues have similar obligations to suspend in consultation with the 
relevant CSD and relevant competent authorities.
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